
 

The 3rd annual Queens World Film Festival will return on March 5th to screen a remarkable collection of 

LGBT shorts, now expanded to two blocks and a feature film. Proudly Sponsored by Queens Pride, the 

LGBT films will be screened at two of the three venues as part of this year’s festival which represents an 

expanded offering of LGBT fare. The expansion will ensure that these represented filmmakers will be 

shared with a much wider audience.  

In keeping with QWFF’s aim of bringing international content to the borough, the films were selected from 

Spain, Chile, Germany and Canada and the themes vary.  

 

LGBT Shorts Stack: From Montreal, A Son tells the relevant story of a psychologist who pushes a young 

boy to disclose the reasons behind a suicide attempt; a popular but mischievous student at a prestigious 

Catholic university is summoned by the Dean to be interrogated about an alleged affair in the 1950s 

period piece Adjudication; we witness the comic and at times awkward moments of an unusual morning 

after in Three in a Room; a saucy drag queen is pushed into retirement to make way for younger, sexier 

queens in Get Down Glenda; an author confronts his demons in The Little Monster; a conservative 

English teacher loves to talk dirty in Dirty Talk; and a hard working yet fragile soul faces his inner demons 

buried behind a drag queen persona in Freak. 

 

Startling in its cliché-ravaging depiction of an unexpected love affair between two middle-aged men taking 

care of an elderly woman, QWFF is proud to announce a centerpiece screening of Axel Ranisch’s 

critically acclaimed relationship comedy Heavy Girls (Dicke Madchen), starring Heiko Pinkowski as Sven 

Ritter. The film is presented with another short film, Coming in from the Cold, a subtle revelation from 

director Tin Lee and editor Nani S. Walker that focuses on the quiet, blink-and-you’ll-miss-them moments 

between two Asian women in San Francisco. 

We are also excited to announce that these films will receive an encore screening in summer/fall 2013 in 

the Queens Pride Film Screening Series.  

 

EVENT INFO: 

 

Thursday March 7 – LGBT Shorts Stack, 97 min. 

 

Saturday March 9 – “Heavy Girls” (Dicke Madchen), 77 min, “Coming in from the Cold”,13 min. 

 

Single program tickets are $10 for the general public, $6 for Seniors (65 and over) and Students (18 and 

under). 

 

*All ticket buyers for Saturday night’s LGBT screening are invited to attend the Closing Night Party at 

Renaissance Event Hall, sponsored by Queens Pride 

Tickets: www.queensworldfilmfestival.com 

More information: Jordan Mattos - Jordan@queensworldfilmfestival 


